
A seven-part docuseries exploring the current and future state of space science, technology and innovation

and how humanity will overcome the challenges of surviving permanently in space……as a species

SURVIVING

In the Final Frontier





Surviving in the Final Frontier is a seven-part docuseries that explores

the research, innovations and problem-solving that is being accomplished

by the people behind the scene. This series will illustrate the challenges

and triumphs that science, technology and innovation look to overcome

and achieve in our ongoing quest to permanently survive in space as a

species. Surviving in the Final Frontier will offer audiences a well-

informed and thought-provoking perspective about the challenges of

keeping humans safe in space.

It will combine on-location, in-person interviews with NASA scientists,

researchers, astronauts, innovators and space experts worldwide. Their

scientific expertise will be supported by rich and compelling archival video

and photography provided by NASA.

Another compelling component of this docuseries will be its outreach

strategy. Historically, there has been less than adequate inclusion of

diversity within the space sciences. The importance and attention to the

opportunities these fields can offer have been largely overlooked for

students of all genders and ethnic backgrounds from underserved

communities nationwide. Through the production of this series, paid

internships in the areas of space health research, space health

technology and innovation and science communication will be offered to

students from underserved communities who are seeking a career in

science. These internships, funded by this docuseries project, will be

spearheaded by NASA’s Translational Research Institute for Space

Health (TRISH) and will provide mentorship, hands-on experience and

possible career opportunities directly through TRISH for these students.
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The look and feel will be a seamless

combination of carefully curated archival

NASA footage and in-person interviews

with scientists, researchers, astronauts,

innovators, and space experts worldwide.

A large portion of this footage will consist

of traditional film stock used at the time,

giving it a specific historical aesthetic and

imagery. We will combine this with

contemporary high-quality video of

today’s individuals and their current and

futuristic achievements.
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